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Oil price, a very uncertain assumption
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US energy prices...

...and their link to world natural gas prices
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A snapshot of world crop prices...
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...their background since the boom...
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EU price developments  -  Milk
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Milk price outlook...

Note: Price projections based on stochastic analysis developed and ran by JRC-IPTS
...and milk price uncertainty

Note: Price projections based on stochastic analysis developed and ran by JRC-IPTS
Drivers of an average milk price environment

Macroeconomic environment:
- Crude oil price at 126 USD/barrel and exchange rate at 1.37 USD/EUR by 2024, EU-15 GDP growth around 1.7%

EU dairy market in 2024/14:
- EU milk deliveries +8%, Cheese consumption +10%, Cheese exports +50%, SMP exports +39%

Other major suppliers in 2024/14:
- NZ milk production +24%, US milk production +11%
Drivers of a high milk price environment

Macroeconomic environment over the projection period:
- Higher oil price (150 vs 114 USD/barrel); annual EU-15 GDP growth (+2.3% vs. +1.7%). Weaker EUR (1.19 vs 1.32);

EU dairy market:
- Higher EU feed costs (+23%), milk production (+1%), cheese consumption (+1%) and cheese and powder exports (+3%; +5%)

Other major suppliers:
- Lower NZ milk production (-4%) and powder exports (-5%); Russian milk production (-2%) and cheese imports (-13%);
- Higher US cheese imports (+11%)

Note: Price projections based on stochastic analysis developed and ran by JRC-IPTS
Drivers of a low milk price environment

Macroeconomic environment over the projection period:
- **Lower oil price (90 vs 114 USD/barrel); global GDP growth (EU, CHN, RUS). Stronger EUR (1.45 vs 1.32); lower**

EU dairy market:
- **Lower EU feed costs (-13%), milk production (-1.2%), cheese consumption (-1.4%); Lower EU dairy product exports (cheese -1.5%, powders -5% and butter -13%)**

Other major suppliers:
- **Higher NZ milk prod. (+3%) and powder exports (+3%); RUS milk production (+2%) and lower cheese imports (-12%). Lower Chinese milk production (-3%)**

Note: Price projections based on stochastic analysis developed and ran by JRC-IPTS
Report and data available at:  

DISCLAIMER: While all efforts are made to reach robust market and income prospects, uncertainties remain. This publication does not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the European Commission.  
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